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Abstract—Especially in large companies, business process
landscapes may be made up from thousands of different process deﬁnitions and instances. As a result, a Business Process
Management System (BPMS) needs to be able to handle the
concurrent execution of a very large number of workﬂow steps.
Many of these workﬂow steps may be resource-intensive, leading
to ever-changing requirements regarding the needed computing
resources to execute them.
Using Cloud technologies, it is possible to allocate workﬂow
steps to resources obtained on demand from Cloud platform
providers. However, current BPMS do not feature the means to
make use of Cloud resources in order to execute workﬂows. This
work presents an approach to automatically lease and release
Cloud resources for workﬂow executions based on knowledge
about the current and future process landscape. This approach
to self-adaptive resource allocation for elastic process execution is
implemented as part of ViePEP, a research BPMS able to handle
workﬂow executions in the Cloud.

industries which rely on the processing of large amounts of
data in short time, e.g., the energy industry [9].
Obviously, the permanent provision of ﬁxed IT capacities
that could handle peak loads in such resource-intensive process
landscapes would generate very high costs and at the same
time lead to overprovisioning, as resources will not be fully
utilized most of the time. In contrast, if the provided ﬁxed
IT capacities are not sufﬁcient (underprovisioning), this will
inevitable lead to the situation that particular workﬂows cannot
be executed at all or provide a poor Quality of Service (QoS)
[10]. In order to avoid over- and underprovisioning, a BPMS
should be able to lease and release computing resources during
runtime, i.e., while processes are invoked and executed. A
technology is needed which is able to react to the dynamic
changes of needed computing resources while still ensuring the
needed QoS levels. In recent years, both the software industry
and the research community have put a remarkable focus on
the advancement of Cloud technologies, which are capable to
achieve exactly this [11]. However, surprisingly little effort has
been put into the exploration of Cloud technologies in BPMS
and especially as a technology to execute workﬂows.
As stated in the seminal deﬁnition of the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) [12], “Cloud computing
is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of conﬁgurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction”.
In order to allow a BPMS to lease and release computing
resources based on dynamic requirements, especially the essential Cloud characteristics to deliver on-demand self-service,
i.e., that Cloud-based resources are provided on-demand by
request, rapid elasticity, i.e., that the underlying Cloud infrastructure allows dynamically scaling up and scaling down
by adding or removing computing resources, and measured
service, i.e., that the consumption of resources is measured and
serves as a foundation for elastic pricing and billing models
[12], are of great interest.
In our former work [13], we have presented a ﬁrst version of the Vienna Platform for Elastic Processes (ViePEP),
which is a BPMS able to control a process landscape in a
reactive way, schedule the individual workﬂow steps, lease
and release Cloud resources when necessary, and execute
services implementing these workﬂow steps in the Cloud.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today, Business Process Management is a matter of great
importance in many industries. Business processes involve
both software services and human services, which are composed in order to deliver a speciﬁc business logic [1]. The part
of a business process which can be executed using machinebased computation, is also known as a workﬂow [2]. The
automatic processing of such workﬂows is a prominent ﬁeld of
research and has resulted in various concepts, methodologies
and frameworks from the ﬁeld of computer science [3]. In
recent years, a number of approaches have been proposed
which apply Web service technologies and especially service
composition in order to model and execute workﬂows [4], [5].
Execution environments for business processes are commonly known as Process-Aware Information Systems (PAIS),
i.e., systems “that manage(s) and execute(s) operational
processes involving people, applications, and/or information
sources on the basis of process models” [6]. BPMS are
central components in a PAIS and may have to be able to
handle potentially thousands of process deﬁnitions, which are
themselves composed from a number of different process
steps. There are processes which are instantiated on ﬁxed
intervals, while other processes are instantiated rather ad hoc.
Such a process landscape may therefore be highly dynamic,
leading to ever-changing demands regarding the computing
resources needed in order to automatically carry out workﬂows. Nowadays, resource-intensive tasks are not only part of
Scientiﬁc Workﬂows (SWFs), e.g., [7], [8], but occur in all
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Fig. 1: ViePEP Architecture

ViePEP makes use of Cloud-based resources on the Platform
as a service (PaaS) level [12] and is therefore able to deploy
software services representing single workﬂow steps on Virtual
Machines (VMs). By integrating ViePEP into a PAIS, it is
possible to decrease the risk of over- and underprovisioning
while guaranteeing the needed QoS levels of workﬂows.
In this paper, we extend ViePEP by the means to predict
future resource demands based on knowledge about the current
and future process landscape, thus extending ViePEP into
an self-adaptive business process and Cloud resources management system. The main research challenges we focus on
concern the reasoning about the current and future need of
computing resources including the lease and release of such
resources from a Cloud provider. In addition to that, we focus
on the scheduling of workﬂow steps (services) as well as the
actual execution of business processes in the Cloud including
the automatic deployment and undeployment of services.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II, we introduce ViePEP as foundation for the work
conducted within this paper. Afterwards, we will deﬁne the
needed functionalities and according approaches to realize
them. In Section IV, we present the prediction and reasoning mechanisms necessary to achieve self-adaptive Cloud
resource allocation for elastic process execution. We evaluate
the prediction and reasoning mechanisms through testbed
experiments (Sections V and VI). In Section VII, we comment
on the related work. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper
and presents our future work.

that are beyond the capabilities of current PAIS and BPMS.
Thus, we have designed and implemented ViePEP, a platform
that is able to:
•
•
•

•

Provide an interface to the Cloud, allowing to lease and
release Cloud resources on demand
Deploy workﬂow steps by instantiating services on VMs
and invoking these service instances in workﬂows
Dynamically arrange incoming requests for single workﬂow steps based on their QoS requirements, i.e., timeliness in terms of maximum execution time or a deﬁned
ﬁnish time
Monitor the VMs in terms of resource utilization and
monitor the QoS of individual service invocations

As depicted in Figure 1, ViePEP has ﬁve top level entities:
The Client models service-based workﬂows and can optionally deﬁne Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for the overall
workﬂow and each single service. A Client may request many
workﬂows consecutively or even at the same time. ViePEP is
able to serve several clients in parallel.
The BPMS VM offers the central functionalities of ViePEP
in terms of a BMPS and Cloud control solution. It runs
in an own VM. As the BPMS VM is responsible to plan
and control the future executions of workﬂows, it comprises
a Workﬂow Manager, a Load Balancer, and the Reasoner,
which capsules the essential workﬂow scheduling and resource
allocation logic. Within the BPMS, the Workﬂow Manager is
the subcomponent responsible for the actual service scheduling
and invocation. It accepts Client-issued workﬂow requests and
maintains a queue of workﬂow steps which is ordered by their
individual priorities, which are sorted by the deadline for a
workﬂow execution. The Workﬂow Manager also measures the
execution time for services, which is a prerequisite to detect

II. V IE PEP – T HE V IENNA P LATFORM FOR E LASTIC
P ROCESSES
The execution of workﬂows composed from single services
in the Cloud needs mechanisms and architectural components
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deviations from the expected QoS behavior of single services
and starts corresponding countermeasures, if necessary.
As the Reasoner is providing the actual scheduling and
allocation logic, we will discuss its capabilities in more detail
in Section IV.
A Backend VM hosts a particular service. In a typical
ViePEP-based process landscape, many Backend VMs exist
at the same time and have to be managed. Together with the
BPMS, the Backend VM is the central entity in ViePEP. It
hosts an application server on which the single services are
deployed. For monitoring the services regarding their response
time and the VMs’ CPU and RAM load, a Monitoring component is deployed. The Action Engine performs actions such as
deploying a service, undeploying a service, or shutting down
the VM. This Action Engine is able to start a new Backend
VM and instantiate a service on it, terminate a Backend VM,
or duplicate a Backend VM, if correspondingly instructed by
the ViePEP BPMS VM. Furthermore, it is possible to move
a running service to another Backend VM, or exchange the
service hosted by a Backend VM by another service.
The Shared Memory and Service Repository are helper
components. The latter hosts the service descriptions as well
as their implementations as portable Web application ARchive
(WAR) ﬁles. This repository allows to search for services and
deploy them on a ViePEP Backend VM. The Shared Memory
is used to provide data sharing between the BPMS VM and
the different Backend VMs. We chose MozartSpaces [14] for
this, as it allows to easily deploy and access a peer-to-peerbased, distributed shared memory. We use this shared memory
as a database where the monitoring data is stored. Further,
we make use of the notiﬁcation feature of MozartSpaces for
sending action commands from the BPMS VM to the single
Backend VMs.
ViePEP is implemented in Java and provides an interface
to OpenStack-based Clouds. However, by changing the corresponding interfaces, it is possible to deploy ViePEP with
arbitrary Clouds as long as they provide a corresponding API
to carry out the necessary actions. For further details about
ViePEP, we refer to [13].

Monitor

Analyse

Knowledge
Base

Execute

Plan

Fig. 2: MAPE-K Cycle (adapted from [15])

a rather ad hoc manner. As an alternative, ViePEP could
also make use of knowledge about future workﬂow steps in
order to ﬁnd a more optimal service scheduling and resource
allocation and therefore provide a more cost-efﬁcient approach
to elastic process execution. For this, ViePEP should make use
of information available from the future steps of a process
deﬁnition, i.e., the information which services need to be
invoked in the (near) future and what are their individual QoS
requirements. This way, ViePEP would provide self-adaptive
resource allocation for elastic process execution.
Self-adaptation (also sometimes known as self-management) is a common concept from the ﬁeld of Autonomic
Computing and includes self-healing, i.e., the ability of a
system to detect and recover from potential problems and
continue to function smoothly, self-conﬁguration, i.e., the
ability of a system to conﬁgure and reconﬁgure itself under
varying and unpredictable conditions, and self-optimization,
the ability to detect suboptimal behavior and optimize itself
to improve its execution [15]. So far, ViePEP provides selfhealing and self-conﬁguration as has been shown in the last
section. The focus of this paper is on self-optimization.
In order to motivate the functionalities and components
needed to provide self-optimization of a Cloud-based process
landscape, we make use of the well-known MAPE-K cycle
shown in Figure 2. As the scenario at hand is highly dynamic
due to permanently arriving workﬂow requests and changing
Cloud resource utilization, a continuous alignment to the new
system status is necessary. Using the MAPE-K cycle, the
system is continuously monitored and optimized based on
knowledge about the current system status. In the following,
we will brieﬂy discuss the four phases of this cycle and how
this inﬂuences the self-management capabilities of ViePEP:
• Monitor: In order to adapt a system, it is ﬁrst of all
necessary to monitor the system status. In the scenario at
hand, this includes the monitoring of the status of single
VMs in terms of CPU and RAM utilization, and the nonfunctional behavior of services in terms of response time
and availability. The according monitoring functionalities
are already part of ViePEP as presented in Section II.
• Analyze: To achieve elastic process execution, it is
necessary to analyze the monitored data and reason on
the general knowledge about the system. In short, this
analysis is done in order to ﬁnd out if there is currently under- and overprovisioning regarding the Cloud
resources (VMs) and to detect SLA violations in order to

III. S ELF -A DAPTIVE R ESOURCE A LLOCATION FOR
E LASTIC P ROCESS E XECUTION
As has been described, ViePEP is a BPMS fully equipped to
control a process landscape in terms of scheduling workﬂows
and single workﬂow steps and lease, allocate, and release
Cloud resources. However, ViePEP is currently only able to
act in a reactive way, i.e., depending on the next workﬂow
step in the workﬂows queue (cp. Section II), the system
deploys this step as a software service on Cloud resources and
executes the service. Apart from sorting the workﬂow steps to
be executed based on their individual QoS requirements and
most importantly the timeliness, ViePEP does not provide any
optimization of the workﬂow (step) scheduling.
While ViePEP therefore ensures that all workﬂow steps
(and therefore complete workﬂows) are carried out in time
by leasing and allocating Cloud resources, this is done in
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V represents a Backend VM’s ID, indicating at which
machine the data was monitored
• SV speciﬁes the service running on V
• It deﬁnes the number of concurrent service invocations
at time t
• Ct deﬁnes the CPU usage in percent at time t
• Rt deﬁnes the RAM utilization in percent at time t
In order to ﬁnd the relation between the CPU load and a single
invocations we make use of Ordinary Least Square (OLS)
Linear Regression [17]. OLS is based on the notion that a
dependent variable y – corresponding in our case to the CPU
load – can be derived through the linear combination of a set
of independent variables xi . Using OLS, it is possible to ﬁnd
a linear combination of x2 , ..., xK and a constant representing
a precise approximation for y:

carry out according countermeasures (e.g., provide further
resources or reinvoke a service).
• Plan: While the analysis of the monitored data and
further knowledge about the system aims at the current
system status, the planning also takes into account the
future resource needs derived from the knowledge about
future workﬂow steps in the queue and their SLAs. For
this, ViePEP needs to carry out reasoning and generate a
scheduling and resource allocation plan.
• Execute: As soon as the plan is set up, each service is
carried out according to this plan.
• Knowledge Base: While not really a part of the cycle,
the Knowledge Base stores information about the system
conﬁguration. In our case, this is the knowledge about
which service instances are running on which VMs, how
many VMs are currently part of the system, and of course
the knowledge from the workﬂow and services queue.
As it can be seen, ViePEP needs to provide further analysis
and planning capabilities in order to self-optimize the process
landscape and the involved Cloud resources. In the next
section, we will present how this is achieved.

•

β̃1 + β̃2 x2 + ... + β̃K xK

β̃1 , ..., β̃K are the constants to be computed. If we index the
observations by the variable i for i = 1, ..., N we can express
the difference between an observed value yi and its linear
approximation as

IV. R EASONER
While the Workﬂow Manager controls the invocation of the
single workﬂows, the Reasoner aims to optimize the complete
system landscape in terms of workﬂow scheduling and Cloud
resource leasing and allocation. It is responsible to ﬁnd a
scheduling plan for the workﬂows and the included workﬂow
steps under the given SLAs and cost, resource, and quality
constraints [16]. This plan is then forwarded to the Workﬂow
Manager and executed by it.
In any case, the Reasoner needs to take into account the
information about the currently running workﬂows as well the
requested workﬂows which have not yet been started. For this,
the QoS constraints (maximum execution time or a deﬁned ﬁnish time) are taken into account. Further, the Reasoner reacts to
deviations from the expected non-functional service behavior
in order to ﬁnd an appropriate countermeasure that can then
be carried out by the Workﬂow Manager. The Reasoner reads
the information about the currently VM resources (CPU and
RAM usage) from the MozartSpaces and interacts with the
Load Balancer in order to decide whether a particular Backend
VM is sufﬁcient to carry out a service invocation, or if another
Backend VM hosting that service needs to be started, or if a
VM can be terminated due to low load. The Reasoner produces
the schedule plan following the following three steps:
Step 1: In the ﬁrst step, the Reasoner creates a prediction
model which is able to compute the need of resources for one
single service invocation. Since a Backend VM may serve
many service invocations at the same time, it is not possible
to measure the utilization of one single service invocation in
a direct way. Instead, it is necessary to derive the needed
resources from the monitored data from the according Backend
VMs.
The measured data can be represented as a vector mt :
mt = {V, SV , Ct , Rt , It }

(2)

yi − [β̃1 + β̃2 xi2 + ... + β̃K xiK ]

(3)

In order to simplify this derivations we combine x-values for
an individual i in a vector xi including the constants and
introduce the following short-hand notation:
xi = (xi2 xi3 ... xiK )

(4)

After collecting the β̃ coefﬁcients in a new K-dimensional
vector β̃ = (β˜1 , ..., β˜K ) we can deﬁne:
yi − [β̃1 + β̃2 xi2 + ... + β̃K xiK ] = yi − xi β̃.

(5)

It is desirable to choose β̃1 , ..., β̃K such that the differences are
as small as possible. Applying OLS, this means to choose β̃
such that the sum of square is as small as possible. Therefore,
we determine β̃ so that it minimizes the following function:
S(β̃) =

N


(yi − xi β̃)2

(6)

i=1

Taking the square ensures that positive and negative deviations
do not cancel out each other when doing the accumulation.
Using this equation, it is possible to apply a standard OLS
estimator. After β has been computed, the predicted function
using the linear regression is deﬁned as:
yi = [β̃1 + β̃2 xi2 + ... + β̃K xiK ].

(7)

where yi is the CPU load when having k − 1 characteristics
with i...N observations.
Step 2: The result of Step 1 is a function we apply in order
calculate the needed CPU resources based on the number of
service invocations in the future. This number is inherent to
the workﬂow queue and therefore provided by the Workﬂow
Manager.
Finally, in Step 3, the result of Step 2 is compared to the
current system state and thereupon, decisions about necessary

(1)
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Fig. 3: Evaluation Workﬂow

changes to the workﬂow scheduling and actions regarding the
Cloud resources are made. These actions include the abovementioned options to start, terminate, or duplicate Backend
VMs hosting particular service instances.

•

V. E VALUATION
ViePEP has been prototypically implemented in Java 1.6
and has been tested in a Cloud running OpenStack1 . The
single services have been deployed using Apache Tomcat2 as
Application Server and have been monitored using PSI Probe3 .
The Reasoner makes use of Apache Commons Math4 to solve
the OLS Linear Regression problem.
In the following, we will present the performed evaluation
including the evaluation scenario (Section V-A), the different
workﬂow request arrival patterns we took into account (Section V-B), and the applied evaluation metrics (Section V-C).
We will present and discuss the results in Section VI.

•

A. Evaluation Scenario
While ViePEP and the presented reasoning approach are
applicable in arbitrary process landscapes and industries, we
evaluate the Reasoner using a real-world data analysis process
from the ﬁnance industry. Choosing this particular process
does not restrict the portability of our approach to other
domains. We apply a testbed-driven evaluation approach, i.e.,
real Cloud resources are deployed. For the single services,
we simulate differing workloads regarding CPU and RAM
utilization and service runtime as discussed below. However,
once again, real services are deployed and invoked.
To simplify an interpretation of the chosen evaluation settings, we decided to make use of one single workﬂow which
will be processed 20,000 times. This workﬂow consists out
of ﬁve individual service steps as depicted in Figure 3. In
order to execute the workﬂow, each single service has to be
invoked in sequence. In the following paragraphs, we will
brieﬂy introduce the different services:
• Dataloader Service: The Dataloader Service simulates the
loading of data from an arbitrary source. This could be a
service which reads data from a database, from sensors
or a service which communicates with other services.
Since this service is not performing any calculations, this
service does not need many resources.
• Data Pre-processing Service: After the data has been
loaded, it needs to be pre-processed before it can be
used by another service. This pre-processing is a bit

•

more resource-intensive than loading the data. In order
to simulate this load, every time this service is invoked,
simple mathematical calculations are carried out.
Calculation Service: After the data has been prepared,
this service is called. It simulates the processing of the
data. This service needs in contrast to the other services
more computational resources, especially the CPU usage
will be much higher than for the others. In order to
simulate a high CPU usage, complex, resource-intensive
mathematical calculations are carried out each time the
service is invoked, i.e., by calculating the Fibonacci
sequence for a certain period of time.
Reporting Service: After the data has been processed, a
report will be generated, e.g., in form of a PDF ﬁle. The
needed CPU usage for generating such a report depends
highly on the data being processed in the step before.
In order to simulate this CPU load, some simple mathematical calculations as done in the Data Pre-Processing
Service will be carried out again.
Mailing Service: The last step in the workﬂow at hand
is to deliver the created data analysis report. This can
be achieved by sending of an email or pushing the
created report onto a web server. However, this service
is again not resource-intensive. Therefore, mathematical
calculations similar to the ones in the Dataloader Service
are carried out.

B. Arrival Patterns
We make use of three different workﬂow request arrival
patterns in our evaluation:
• Constant Arrival Scenario: In this scenario, workﬂow
requests arrive in a constant manner, i.e., the same amount
of requests arrives at predeﬁned intervals (here: every
10 seconds). The number of simultaneously executed
workﬂows is set to 200. However, this value is not
relevant to the result of our optimization which will be
clariﬁed in the discussion below. A graphical depiction
of this arrival cure is depicted in Figure 4a.
• Linear Arrival Scenario: In this scenario, the workﬂows
are executed in the manner of a linear rising function,
i.e., y = k ∗ x + d where y is the amount of concurrently
requested workﬂows and d is the start value. The number
of concurrently requested workﬂows is increased by
k = 10 every 2 seconds. The Linear arrival function is
depicted in Figure 4b.
• Pyramid Arrival Scenario: In this scenario, workﬂow requests arrive in form of a pyramid-like function which can
be seen in Figure 4c. In this scenario we start with a low
number of simultaneously executed workﬂows, increase

1 http://www.openstack.org
2 http://tomcat.apache.org
3 http://code.google.com/p/psi-probe
4 http://commons.apache.org/math/userguide/stat.html
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TABLE I: Evaluation Results
Constant Arrival
Baseline
Reasoner
Number of Workﬂow Requests
Interval between two Request Bursts (in Seconds)
Number of Requests in one Burst
Duration in Minutes
(Standard Deviation)
Highest Number of Concurrent VMs
(Standard Deviation)
Costs in VM-Minutes
(Standard Deviation)

10
200
73.33
(σ=2.89)
9.33
(σ=0.57)
535
(σ=17.32)

it to a randomly chosen maximum (between 50 and 400)
and decrease it again to 0. The number of concurrently
requested workﬂows is increased every 40 seconds by
10 until the maximum has been reached. Afterwards, the
number of concurrently requested workﬂows is decreased
in the same manner. We repeat these steps until the workﬂow queue is empty. For the evaluation, the randomly
chosen maximum is always the same in order to ease
comparison different evaluation runs.
The arrival functions have been chosen in order to show the
performance of the ViePEP Reasoner in scenarios where it is
easy to forecast incoming requests due to homogenous patterns
(constant and linear arrival) and in a scenario following a
seemingly unpredictable arrival pattern (pyramid arrival).

76.67
(σ=2.89)
9.33
(σ=0.57)
526.67
(σ=11.55)

Linear Arrival
Baseline
Reasoner
20,000
2
y = 10 ∗ x + 80
66.67
60
(σ=2.89)
(σ=2.89)
16
16.33
(σ=0)
(σ=0.57)
875
758.33
(σ=70)
(σ=53.93)

Pyramid Arrival
Baseline
Reasoner
40
Based on Random Number
70
65
(σ=0)
(σ=0)
12
12.67
(σ=0.0)
(σ=0.57)
660
576.67
(σ=13.23)
(σ=15.28)

utilization threshold is exceeded. This baseline mirrors the
approach in Cloud resource allocation approaches which do
not take into account the process perspective (cf. Section VII).
VI. R ESULTS
Table I and Figure 4 present our evaluation results in
terms of the average numbers from the conducted evaluation
runs. Table I presents the observed metrics as discussed in
Section V-C for all three arrival patterns. For each arrival
pattern, the numbers for evaluation runs are given for the
baseline algorithm as well as with a deployed Reasoner. The
table also states the standard deviation (σ) from the average
values. In general, the observed standard deviation is low,
and therefore indicates a low dispersion in the results of the
different evaluation runs.
Figure 4 completes the presentation of the average evaluation results by depicting the arrival patterns (“Workﬂow
Requests”) over time and the number of running VMs until
all workﬂow requests have been served. Again, evaluation
results with deployed Reasoner and applying only the baseline
approach are shown.
The numbers from Table I indicate a substantial performance difference between the baseline and the Reasoner-based
approach. Most importantly, the costs in terms of VM-Minutes
are lower for all three applied arrival patterns. However, the
degree of cost savings differs from pattern to pattern. In the
constant arrival scenario, the difference is comparably low,
showing that the ad hoc resource allocation approach of the
baseline is already leading to good results and therefore, only
minor improvements can be achieved. This interpretation is
supported by the fact that the constant arrival pattern in general
features the lowest costs.
In contrast, the Reasoner-based approach leads to cost
savings of 13.3% for the linear arrival scenario, while in the
pyramid arrival scenario, cost savings amount to 12.63%. This
can be traced back to the fact that the Reasoner helps to
achieve a better utilization of VMs, thus preventing additional
costs arising from overprovisioning of leased Cloud resources.
Interestingly, both the baseline algorithm and the Reasoner
lead to generally lower costs in the pyramid arrival scenario
than those observed in the linear arrival scenario. This indicates that the costs do more depend on the actual number
of concurrent workﬂow requests than the actual pattern itself.
The higher the number of concurrent workﬂow requests, the

C. Metrics
We execute each arrival pattern three times in order to
produce reliable results. During execution, we measure the
following quantitative metrics:
• Duration in Minutes: The ﬁrst metric is the overall
execution duration of all 20,000 workﬂows, i.e., the
timespan from the arrival of the ﬁrst workﬂow request
to the moment when the last workﬂow execution is done.
• Highest Number of Concurrent VMs: The second criteria
is the total amount of needed VMs including their lifetime. The result of this is a list of VMs and how long
they have been running. We derive the highest number of
concurrent VMs from this information.
• Costs: The resulting costs are calculated by using the
following approach: Since we assume that each VM has
the same features and costs the same, we can add up
the overall runtime of the VMs. The costs for 20 VMs
running for 5 minutes are the same as for 10 VMs
running for 10 minutes. Following this approach, costs are
represented by VM-Minutes. 1 VM-Minute is deﬁned as
1 VM running for 1 minutes, therefore, e.g., the overall
costs for 20 VMs running for 5 minutes is 100 VMMinutes.
We compare the results if applying the reasoning as presented
in Section IV to a baseline in which workﬂow steps are scheduled in an ad hoc manner. For this, the Reasoner is disabled.
Instead, workﬂow steps are scheduled solely based on their
execution deadline and executed following this plan. Cloud
resources are leased and released whenever an upper/lower
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17

To summarize, the evaluation results show that the proposed
prediction and reasoning approach indeed leads to a more
efﬁcient allocation of Cloud-based resources to single tasks.
As a result, ViePEP is able to provide a higher cost-efﬁciency
than approaches which do not take the process perspective
into account – in our evaluation, such approaches where
represented by the baseline algorithm. In addition, ViePEP is
able to decrease the risk of under- and overprovisioning and
therefore adds an important functionality to BPMS.
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VII. R ELATED W ORK

0

So far, surprisingly little effort has been put into the research
in the ﬁeld of elastic processes and elastic process execution
[16]. Nevertheless, there is some related work from the ﬁelds
of Grid computing and Cloud computing which should be
regarded. Most importantly, scalability and cost-effective allocation of single tasks and services has been regarded by many
researchers. Early research efforts often focus on minimizing
the costs for Cloud consumers while taking into account the
maximum allowed execution time and other QoS requirements,
e.g., [18], [19]. Later research approaches also consider SLA
enforcement, e.g., [20], [21], [22].
More recently, research efforts are focusing on the infrastructure perspective, i.e., the compliance of SLAs deﬁned by
the customer under the objective of maximizing the proﬁt
for the infrastructure provider or a broker [23] or a higher
resource utilization [24], [25], [26], [27]. While most of
these approaches apply threshold-based ﬁxed rules to identify
necessary actions (e.g., stop/start servers, move services),
Li and Venugopal [26] make use of reinforcement learning
to automatically scale an application up or down based on
incoming workload.
In general, existing approaches for scaling and allocating
Cloud resources in a cost-effective way are not taking the process perspective into account. Instead, allocations are mostly
performed based on the current workload of currently invoked
services. Information about potential future requests derived
from the description of processes/workﬂows is not taken into
account at all.
Even if not regarding elastic process execution, only few
researchers make use of prediction mechanisms for the future
resource utilization and take into account knowledge about
the future state of a system and optimize resource allocation
based on this. However, Lim et al. [28], [29] forecast resource
utilization for Cloud-based data storage.
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(a) Constant Arrival Results
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(b) Linear Arrival Results
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Fig. 4: Evaluation Results

Resource-intensive processes and their execution using
workﬂow and service technologies play a more and more important role in many industries. The usage of Cloud resources
to allow the execution of such processes in an elastic way
seems to be an obvious choice, but so far, BPMS do lack the
ability to lease and release Cloud resources and allocate them
in order to execute workﬂows.
In this paper, our work on ViePEP has been substantially
extended by proposing a prediction and reasoning algorithm

higher is the number of invoked VMs and therefore the costs.
Of course, for a higher number of VMs, load balancing is
generally more difﬁcult to achieve and thus, there is a higher
risk of under- and overprovisioning. This interpretation of the
evaluation data is also supported by the numbers observed for
the constant arrival scenario, which features both the lowest
costs and number of concurrent number of VMs.
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for elastic process execution. The according Reasoner is able
to schedule services and allocates Cloud resources under userdeﬁned non-functional requirements in a cost-efﬁcient way.
As we have shown in the evaluation, compared to an ad hoc
allocation of Cloud resources, this leads to cost reductions.
In the evaluation, we use a limited set of services and only
one workﬂow. Even though the evaluation is signiﬁcant, we
consider it as preliminary. A more detailed evaluation will be
presented in our future work.
As discussed before, research on elastic process execution is
just a the beginning and we believe that a lot of corresponding
approaches will follow in the next years. In our future work,
we are planning to enhance the complexity of elastic process execution by taking into account VMs offering different
resources instead of the standardized VMs we are using at
the moment. Furthermore, we are only allowing to scale in
a horizontal way by adding more VMs to the overall system
(scaling out). In the future, we will also allow scaling up of
VMs, i.e., to add more resources to already leased VMs. We
will continue our work on prediction and reasoning algorithms
and take into account further approaches, e.g., from the ﬁeld
of linear programming or machine learning.
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